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Armenia opposition 
stages show of force 
ahead of election
YEREVAN: Supporters of Armenia’s protest leader
Nikol Pashinyan took to the streets yesterday, hoping
that a massive show of force will propel the opposition
leader to power in a key election in two days.  Flag-
draped demonstrators blocked intersections, sang
songs, played music and chanted slogans in support of
Pashinyan in the capital Yerevan.  “We are witnessing a
decisive moment,” said Arut Khachatryan, a 17-year-old
high school pupil, adding that the ruling Republican
Party should quit politics.  

Vartan Madatyan, a 34-year-old accountant, added:
“We will continue protests until the people’s candidate
comes to power.”“I hope that the Republicans will have
enough common sense not to cling to power, and vote
for Nikol.” Ex-Soviet Armenia has been in the grip of a
severe political crisis for the past two weeks, with the
country’s veteran leader Serzh Sarkisian stepping down
after a decade in power in the face of major protests.
Opposition lawmaker Pashinyan, 42, has thrown down
the gauntlet, saying his colleagues in parliament should
elect him to succeed Sarkisian as prime minister in
Tuesday’s vote.

Crunch time
On Saturday, after days of frantic negotiations, two

major parties said they would back Pashinyan, but he
was still six votes short of the 53 he needs from the 105-
seat legislature. He needs the backing of some members
of the ruling Republican Party, which has 58 seats. The
party has said it will wait until all candidates are nomi-
nated by Monday and then decide who to back.
Pashinyan-who is the leader of the small Civil Contract
party-has been the only candidate nominated for the
country’s top job so far.  Eduard Sharmazanov, vice
speaker of parliament and the ruling party’s spokesman,
has said he personally doubted that Pashinyan was a
suitable candidate.

In a bid to break the deadlock and drum up support,
Pashinyan also called on his supporters to stage a major
rally yesterday evening. “Our fantastic rallies and meetings
across the country have affected the situation in a powerful
way,” he told supporters in a video address.  “Everything
will be fine, we just need to consolidate our victory.” The
Prosperous Armenia Party, which holds 31 seats, threw its
weight behind Pashinyan on Saturday. A smaller party, the
Armenian Revolutionary Federation, quit the ruling coali-
tion and said it would also back the opposition leader.

‘Rats from a sinking ship’ 
Some analysts said they expected a number of

Republican Party lawmakers to defect and give their
votes to the protest leader, sealing his victory.  “I am
sure that at least six people from the Republican Party
- like rats from a sinking ship-would vote for
Pashinyan,” said analyst Ervand Bozoyan. Observers
have expressed fears that the turmoil could destabilize
the Moscow-allied nation which has been locked in a
territorial dispute with Azerbaijan for decades.
Moscow has urged compromise and Russian President
Vladimir Putin earlier this week spoke by phone with
the interim head of government, stressing the impor-
tance of the upcoming election. —AFP
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Book sparks renewed interest in US murders

Cold case culture: When writers 
revive the stalled investigations

LOS ANGELES: US detectives analyzed DNA to cap-
ture the former policeman alleged to be the notorious
“Golden State Killer” but it was a book that sparked
renewed interest in the murders.  “I’ll Be Gone in the
Dark,” a chilling true-crime bestseller by Michelle
McNamara, was published after she died suddenly in
her sleep in 2016, and is to be adapted into a docu-
mentary series for HBO. 

Joseph James DeAngelo, 72, arrested after a 40-
year search, was charged Friday with the 1978 murders
of a newlywed couple shot dead in Rancho Cordova, a
suburb of California’s capital Sacramento. He is a sus-
pect in 10 other murders committed in California
between 1976 and 1986, according to authorities, while
the Golden State Killer has been linked by DNA or
other evidence to more
than 50 rapes.  

“Think you got him,
Michelle,” McNamara’s
husband, the entertain-
er Patton Oswald,
tweeted following the
arrest on Tuesday, with
horror writer Stephen
King and the actor Rob
Lowe also praising her
steadfast work. It was
the latest in a string of
stalled or dead cases
given fresh impetus by
journalists, including the probe into real estate tycoon
and multiple murder suspect Robert Durst, and the
dubious conviction of Adnan Syed made famous by
the acclaimed “Serial” podcast. Sacramento County
Sheriff Scott Jones has denied that McNamara’s book
put investigators on DeAngelo’s trail but admitted it
had revived public interest and generated a flood of
new leads. 

‘Marketing matters’ 
The author, who could almost have passed for Jodie

Foster’s FBI trainee Clarice Starling in “The Silence of
the Lambs” (1991), set out her theory in a 2013 article
for Los Angeles magazine that “marketing matters” in
the solving of murders. The authorities had entrusted
her with a neighborhood plan found at the scene of

one of the crimes, likely drawn by the killer, in the cor-
rect calculation that the story would prompt calls. Paul
Holes, a now-retired Contra Costa County District
Attorney’s Office investigator whom McNamara con-
tacted for her book, considered her “an investigative
partner,” he told CBS news magazine show “48 Hours”
last year.  

“It was nice to be able to talk to someone who knew
as much about the case, and that she could talk the
case with me and rattle off things,” added Erika
Hutchcraft, of the Orange County District Attorney’s
Office, on the same program.  McNamara came up
with the “Golden State Killer” moniker for her quarry,
whom she suspected was military or police-trained,
given his ability to handle weapons and the care he

took to wear gloves. She
wrote that she had come
to know almost every-
thing about the kil ler,
from his blood type to
his penis size-”conspicu-
ously small”-and that he
was built “like a runner
or a swimmer.”

‘Remember when we
played?’ 

“One victim’s phone
rang 24 years after her
rape. ‘You want to play?’

a man whispered. It was you. She was certain,”
McNamara said in her book, addressing the killer
directly. “You played nostalgic, like an arthritic former
football star running game tape on a VCR. ‘Remember
when we played?’ I imagine you dialing her number,
alone in a small, dark room, sitting on the edge of
your twin bed, the only weapon left in your arsenal
the firing up of a memory, the ability to trigger terror
with your voice.”

Even though satisfied that the police would eventu-
ally use advances in science to flush out the killer, the
insomniac author had become exhausted, taking pow-
erful anti-anxiety drugs that contributed to her death.
“He can’t hurt me, I say, not realizing that in every
sleepless hour, in every minute spent hunting him and
not cuddling my daughter, he already has,” McNamara

wrote. Launched in December 2015, Netflix’s “Making
a Murderer” featured the 2007 killing of Teresa
Halbach in Wisconsin, for which Brendan Dassey was
convicted.  The series raised questions about the US
legal system and prompted many to believe Dassey
and his uncle Steven Avery were wrongly convicted of
the killing.  

A federal court in Wisconsin found in 2016 that
Dassey, over the course of multiple interviews, had
been tricked into confessing-both by police and an
unsympathetic private investigator working for his
defense attorney.  Business magnate Robert Durst was
arrested three years ago in a New Orleans hotel room
hours before the final episode of the six-part HBO
investigative documentary “The Jinx: The Life and

Deaths of Robert Durst.” The series delved into the
disappearance of his wife in 1982 as well as the killing
of his friend Susan Berman in 2000 and the 2001 death
of a neighbor in Texas who was found dismembered.

Perhaps the greatest “real crime” hit of all, the
“Serial” podcast from the team behind public radio
show “This American Life,” raised doubts over Adnan
Syed’s conviction for the 1999 murder of his ex-girl-
friend.  Journalist Sarah Koening’s investigation, one of
the most downloaded podcasts in history, highlighted
shortcomings in the police probe and the work of
Syed’s lawyer. Last month, an appeals court ordered a
new trial, finding that Syed, 37, had received ineffective
counsel and ruled that his 2000 conviction can be
vacated, subject to an appeal by the state. —AFP
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‘I’ll Be Gone in
the Dark’ SACRAMENTO: Joseph James DeAngelo, the suspected ‘Golden State Killer’, appears in court for his

arraignment in Sacramento, California. DeAngelo, a 72-year-old former police officer, is believed to be the
East Area Rapist who killed at least 12 people, raped over 45 women and burglarized hundreds of homes
throughout California in the 1970s and 1980s. —AFP

London voters to 
punish PM, party
LONDON: Voters in London are expected to punish Prime
Minister Theresa May’s Conservative Party at local government
elections this week which could embolden critics of her Brexit
strategy, but are not expected to trigger her downfall. London
and some other regions will on Thursday elect the local officials
in charge of day-to-day public spending - a vote as much about
issues like refuse collection and road repairs as it is about the
national debate on immigration and May’s plan to take Britain
out of the European Union after a 2016 referendum.

The elections are seen as a bellwether of public sentiment
and polls show voters are ready to deliver a critical verdict on
both May’s leadership and her party’s eight years spent pursuing
a policy of public spending cuts to shore up Britain’s finances. “A
government that’s been in power for eight years with an austerity
program is naturally going to suffer at elections,” said Robert
Hayward, a former Conservative lawmaker who now sits in par-
liament’s upper house and specializes in polling analysis.

A YouGov survey published on April 26 gave the opposition
Labor Party, led by Jeremy Corbyn, a 22 percentage point lead
over the Conservatives in London, putting it on course for its
best performance in the capital for 40 years. Thursday’s vote will
come less than a year after a snap parliamentary election splin-
tered the previously rock-solid foundations of May’s position,
stripping her party of its majority in a vote she had expected to
win easily.

The result of that general election has been a weakened lead-
ership, open dissent among Conservative lawmakers over exiting
the EU and a nagging fear for some investors that her govern-
ment could fall and be replaced by socialist-led Labor. Thursday
will not directly affect May’s practical ability to govern: the vote
does not cause seats in parliament to change hands and the slim
working majority she has thanks to a deal with a smaller party
will be unaffected. 

But a below-par performance will embolden critics in her
party and could then complicate the already-difficult task of
executing her Brexit plan without making concessions to pro-EU
factions, such as agreeing to stay in the EU customs union.
“Politicians always look at the last set of election results and by
definition they’re going to look at what happens on May 3 and
make a judgment on that,” Hayward said. “It will have an impact
on what has to happen in the budget, ‘Do I take a more militant
view in relation to the Customs Union, or Brexit, or nurses, or
numbers of policemen?’”

The key results in London will be Wandsworth and
Westminster, both boroughs with a strong Conservative tradition
that are now within reach of Labor. However, anything short of a
total Conservative wipeout is not expected to generate renewed
calls for her to quit. Although her party is deeply divided over
Brexit, neither the faction that seeks a clean break from the EU
nor those who favor a closer relationship have shown an appetite
for a leadership contest before Britain has left the bloc.

Low expectations
Fortunately for May, expectations are low. London has in

recent decades voted more towards Labor, favoring its more lib-

eral policies on immigration and social issues. The Conservatives
currently control only eight of 32 boroughs outright. Labor’s sur-
prise surge in popularity under Corbyn, a crucial factor in May
2017’s election flop, was also strongly felt in London. The party
won 54.5 percent of votes in London last year - more than any
other party for at least 70 years. Factor in deep spending cuts
overseen by May and her predecessor David Cameron, and the
unpopularity of Brexit in a city that voted 60-40 against it -
compared with a 52-48 percent margin in favor nationally, and
some of the remaining Conservative strongholds are expected to
be under threat. —Reuters

Thessaloniki subway 
dig unearths secrets 
of ‘city under the city’
THESSALONIKI: Shovels and brooms in hand, some two
dozen workmen trudge around the remains of an ancient villa,
deep beneath the bustle of modern-day Thessaloniki.
Suddenly, one of them breaks away to deliver the latest find-a
small clay head of a hook-nosed, bearded man with an ugly
grin. “Probably a votive offering,” notes the junior archaeolo-
gist on duty. A 15-year subway project in Greece’s northern
metropolis, scheduled to be completed in 2020, has shed light
on unknown facets of daily life in the 2,300-year-old city’s
history. The excavation has brought to light Thessaloniki’s
central 6th-century highway and other urban works, filling in
gaps in the city’s long history for archaeologists.

“We did not know such important urban changes had
been carried out in this era, probably under (Byzantine
Emperor) Justinian,” said Polyxene Adam-Veleni, head of the
culture ministry’s Thessaloniki antiquities department. “We
were surprised to discover the road in such exceptional con-
dition. This phase of the city’s history was mostly unknown to
us,” she told AFP. Other finds such as the villa are older, dat-
ing to the late fourth century AD. On the floor of the villa’s hot
bath, archaeologists found a gold ring. “It was probably
dropped by a young woman who made the mistake of taking
her jewelry into the baths,” a site archaeologist said.

Trade hub for centuries   
Built in the fourth century BC and named after the half-

sister of Alexander the Great, Thessaloniki was an important
hub of the Roman Empire and later became the second city
of the Byzantine Empire. It continued to grow under the
Ottoman Empire with the arrival in the 15th century of thou-
sands of Sephardic Jews expelled from Spain. The excava-
tion has turned up over 300,000 items of importance,
including 50,000 coins, in addition to two marble plazas, a
15-metre (nearly 50-foot) fountain and an early Christian

church. Alongside the stone-paved road, the Decumanus
Maximus, crews also found the remains of mud-bricked
workshops where jewelers plied their trade-as they still do
today, in blocks of flats above the subway dig.

Golden wreaths and jewellery were also found in over
5,000 graves and tombs along the subway route, but it was
another, more humble discovery that excited archaeologists,
Adam-Veleni said. “We found vessels shaped like hand
grenades. Initially we couldn’t figure out their purpose. Then
we realized they were used to store mercury for the making
of jewelry,” she said. “This plain object was extremely valu-
able to us. Because ultimately it gave us the interpretation
that it was used in these workshops,” Adam-Veleni said.

The subway’s construction was commissioned in 2003,
with work beginning three years later. It should have been
completed in 2012. But the project stalled amid debate on
how to best preserve the antiquities found, says Yannis
Mylopoulos, chairman of state subway builders Attiko
Metro. The archaeological excavations alone cost over 75
million euros ($93 million), according to the company. “The
city was called to decide, metro or antiquities? This was a
false dilemma... we are doing both. —AFP

THESSALONIKI: Construction crews and archaeologists work on
the excavation of an ancient site under the city centre of mod-
ern Thessaloniki. —AFP

LONDON: A video grab from footage broadcast shows Britain’s
Prime Minister Theresa May speaking during the weekly Prime
Minister’s Questions (PMQs) in the House of Commons. —AFP

Armenia’s street 
protests pose no 
danger to Kremlin
MOSCOW: The Kremlin is famous for its hatred of “col-
or revolutions” but Armenian protests present no dan-
ger to Moscow because the rallies eschew anti-Russian
slogans and Yerevan is hugely dependent on Moscow’s
military and economic aid. Over the past days Moscow
has conspicuously sought to distance itself from a polit-
ical crisis in Armenia which saw the country’s leader
Serzh Sarkisian ousted this week from his new post of
prime minister after serving a decade as president.

Even on Thursday, as top Russian officials led by
Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov welcomed Armenian
officials for talks in Moscow, the Kremlin insisted that
the crisis remained the South Caucasus country’s
domestic affair. Analysts said that no matter who even-
tually comes to power in Armenia, he will maintain close
ties to Russia. “The Russian leadership proceeds from
the fact that Armenia will stay with Russia under any
political regime,” Konstantin Kalachev, head of the
Political Expert Group think tank in Moscow, told AFP.

“Armenia’s key problem is a security problem, the
threat of major war with Azerbaijan,” he said, adding
that Armenia would be closely tethered to Russia until a
territorial dispute over Nagorny Karabakh was solved.
“And it will never be solved,” he added. Azerbaijan and
Armenia have for decades been locked in a bitter dis-
pute over Nagorny Karabakh, a breakaway statelet
with an Armenian ethnic majority that is internationally
recognized as part of Azerbaijan. Frequent exchanges
of fire along Karabakh’s volatile frontline has been a
persistent problem and the risk that Azerbaijan could
use the crisis in Armenia to its advantage has not been
lost on politicians in Yerevan and Moscow. —AFP


